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5.8. Country Report: Thailand
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Office of Atoms for Peace

1. Process Report

1.1. Development of electron beam facilities for research and application

1.1.1 Generation of a femto-second (< 100 fs) electron beam from thermionic rf-gun and a

30 MeV linac for research (CMU)
At the Fast Neutron Research Facility (FNRF) of Chiang Mai University, the SURIYA

project has been established since 2000, which aims to produce femtosecond electron
pulses utilizing a combination of a S-band thermionic rf-gun and an alpha-magnet as the
magnetic bunch compressor. A specially designed rf-gun has been constructed to obtain the
optimum beam characteristics for best bunch compression. Simulation results show that the
bunch lengths as short as 50 fs rms can be expected at the experimental station. This rf-gun,
an alpha-magnet and a 30 MeV linac include 5-MW microwave systems for the rf-gun and
the linac as well as the beam transport line have been installed and the system is now being
commissioned to generate femtosecond electron bunches. Fig.l illustrates the presently
femtosecond relativistic electron beam line at the SURIYA facility.
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Fig.l. The femtosecond relativistic electron beam line set up at SURIYA facility
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The main results of preliminary experimental results at SURIYA show that electron
beam with peak current of about 500 mA and kinetic energy of about 2.5 MeV can be
achieved from the rf-gun. The electron beam current is measured by a current monitor,
which is a pulse transformer with a ferromagnetic core. A measured peak current of a
macro pulse generating from the rf-gun is shown in Fig. 2. The electron beam energy is
measured by using an energy slit filter inside a vacuum chamber of the alpha magnet.
Correlation of electron energy and its travel path length when it pass through magnetic field
of the alpha magnet gives us the information of the kinetic energy of electron beam. The
correlation of electron energy and in path length in the alpha magnet magnetic field is
illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. A measured current pulse generating from the rf-gun

The 2.5 MeV electron beam is accelerated to reach higher kinetic energy when it is
transported through the linear accelerator (linac). The preliminary experimental results of
the electron beam energy using the small aircoil dipole show that the electron beam energy
after the linac acceleration is about 7 MeV. Fig. 4 illustrates an electron beam energy
measurement set up. The energy of electron beam from the measurement is lower than we
expected because the linac cavities has not adjusted to the design temperature and the rf-
power to the linac is not tuned to the right rf-phase yet. Presently, the linac system is in
operating temperature optimizing and the rf-phase tuning process. We expect that after the
temperature and the rf-phase optimization the electron beam will be accelerated to be about
20 - 30 MeV.

A 0.4 Tesla electrostatic dipole magnet has been designed and being construction to be
an electron beam damping. It will be used to decrease the x-ray radiation from electron
excitation and ionization. Beside, it is also used to be an energy spectrometer. The dipole
pole and coil profile simulated from the RADIA code is shown in Fig.5.
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Energy slits

Fig.3. The electron traveling paths due to magnetic field of the alpha magnet. The
higher energy electron travels with longer path than the lower energy one.
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Fig. 4. Electron beam energy measurement set up using the small aircoil dipole.

Fig. 5. Dipole pole and coil profile simulated from the RADIA code.
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At an experimental station, coherent TR radiated at wavelength longer than the bunch
length will be generated by introducing the Al-foil at 45° with respect to the electron path.
The backward TR emitted at 90° can be used for bunch length measurements or FIR
spectroscopy. For the electron bunch as short as we expected, the bunch length
measurement by autocorrelation of coherent TR should be done in vacuum to avoid pulse
spacing in the ambient air. An in-vacuum Michelson interferometer as shown in Fig.6 is
ready to be installed for the measurement.

Fig. 6. The in-vacuum Michelson interferometer set up.

1.1.2. Development of a prototype 10 MeV @ 1.5 kW linac for industrial application
(CMU)

A revised proposal was submitted to the Ministry of Science and Technology through
the National Science and Technology Development Agency in July 2004 requesting
funding to built a 10 MeV @ 2 kW linear electron accelerator for research in Material and
Food irradiations.

1.1.3. Development of a pulsed 300 keV electron accelerator for research (CMU)
A proposal to build a pulsed 300 keV electron accelerator is being revised and will be

submitted to the National Research Council in September 2004

1.1.4. Installing a 5-10 MeV @ 10-12 kW electron accelerator for research and application
on tropical fruit irradiation

OAP has submitted the budget of 80 million baths (2 million US$) for financial year
of 2005 but this budget was not approved by Budget Bureau

1.2. Research and development on hydrogel
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1.2.1. Preparation of wound dressing of polyvinyl alcohol/silk fibroin hydrogel by gamma
radiation

Polyvinyl alcohol/silk fibroin (PVA/SF) hydrogels were prepared by y-radiation. The
preparation conditions such as absorbed doses and PVA/SF concentrations were
investigated. When exposed to y-radiation, PVA/SF was crosslinked to yield high water
absorption materials with water content of 100 - 1000% of their dried weight depending on
the preparation conditions. The crosslinked density seems to be the main factor governing
the swelling of these gels. The swelling behaviors in NaCl aqueous solutions were also
investigated. The swelling of PVA/SF hydrogels decreases when exposed to electrolyte
solution. With an increase of absorbed does, the gel fraction of PVA/SF increases.

1.2.2. Water vapor permeability studies and bacterial growth suppression of irradiated
PVA/SF blend hydrogels for wound-dressing

The preparation of hydrogels from polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and blend solution of
PVA/SF from silk waste and some properties as a wound dressing were studied, hi the
experiment, hydrogels were prepared from PVA and from blend solution of SF and PVA
using y - irradiation. The thickness of the hydrogel was controlled to be 3 mm. Some
properties of hydrogel such as antibacterial activity, protection of wound from bacteria and
water vapor permeability were tested Escherichia coil, Staphylococcus aureus, and
Psuedomonas aeruginosa were used as testing cultures. The results revealed that PVA
hydrogel from 7 and 10% PVA and the blend hydrogel containing 10% SF in 7 and 10%
PVA (w/w) at the dose of 30 - 60 kGy showed good appearance. Although the gels did not
showed the property for antibacterial but it caused the reduction of bacterial growth. The
hydrogel was able to protect the wound from bacterial. The water vapor permeability
coefficient of the films was in the range of 1161 -1527 g m"2 day"1.

1.2.3 Synthesis and characterization of PVP-grafted-starch hydrogels using gamma
radiation

A series of hydrogels were prepared from gelatinized cassava starch and vinyl
pyrrolidone by radiation-induced graft copolymerization. The FTIR spectra of PVP-
grafted-starch, gel fraction, swelling ratio and gel strength of the obtained hydrogels were
characterized. From the FTIR spectra of PVP-grafted-starch study shows a number of
characteristic peaks that confirm the grafting reaction. The swelling ratio is inversely
dependent on the radiation dose. The results from PVP-grafted-starch were subsequently
compared with those of PVP hydrogels and PVP-blended-starch hydrogels. It was found
that, at the same dose used for irradiation, the gel strength of the PVP-grafted-starch
hydrogels is significantly higher than that of the PVP-blended-starch hydrogels. From the
DSC results, the melting points of the PVP-blended-starch and PVP-grafted starch
hydrogels show up between those of the origin starch and the original PVP. TGA thermo
grams show that the PVP-blended-starch and PVP-grafted-starch hydrogels decompose
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with a major two-stage weight loss process, with the first stage being similar to the
degradation of the original starch and the second stage being comparable to the
decomposition of the original PVP.

2. Flue gas treatment
In Thailand, motor vehicles, power plants, factories, construction, forest fires,

agricultural burning and open cooking all contribute to the emission of these pollutants.
Among transport sources, two - strike motorcycles, diesel truck and aging buses are
contributing significantly to air pollution in urban areas. The Central region in Thailand
accounts for 60 - 70 percent of all industrial emissions in the country. Fossil fuel-powered
thermal sources continue to generate SO2, NO2 and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, while
PM emission from power plants have been burning also contribute significantly to
particulate pollution.

Trends in the ambient levers of these air pollutants can be gauged through appropriate
and systematic monitoring. In Thailand, the air quality monitoring key air pollutants,
establishing ambient standards (Table 1).

Table 1. Thailand's national primary ambient air quality standards in (Xg / m3

Pollutant

Pb

O3

SO2

NO2

CO

Averaging
time

1 - month
Annual
1 - hour
8 - hours

Daily
Annual
1 - hour
Annual
1 - hour
8 - hours

Standard or Guideline p.g / m3

Thailand
1.5

200

300
100
320

34.2 K
10.26 K

WHO

0.5

120
125
50

200
40

30 K
10K

The first comprehensive legislation on environmental protection was the Enhancement
and Conservation of National Environmental Quality ACT, which was enacted in 1975.
This act was superceded in 1992 by newer act with the same title. The Constitution of 1997
deepened the state's commitment to environment protection by including specific articles.
The 01992 Act includes specific clauses on air quality. A catalogue of other relevant laws
can be found in Table 2.
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Table 2. Air pollution legislation and responsible ministries

Legislation
Enhancement and
Conservation of National
Environmental Quality Act
1992
Factories Act 1992

Public Health Act 1992

Energy Conservation Act
1992

Traffic Act 1979

Land Transport Act 1979

Motor Vehicles Act 1979

Regulated Activities
Regulates air emission from
mobile and point source

Regulates industrial emission:
air pollutant discharges and
concentration from factories
Regulates nuisance activities
which impact public health
such as fiime, odor, discharges
Promotes energy conservation
in factories, building and
equipment. Established the
Energy Conservation Fund
Provides compliance and
enforcement regulations for
traffic emission
Provides in-use vehicle
standards and periodical
inspection for commercial
vehicles
Regulates small vehicles and
in-use vehicle standards and
periodical inspection for
commercial vehicles

Responsible Ministry
Ministry of Natural
Resources and
Environment

Ministry of Industry

Ministry of Public
Health

Ministry of Energy

Ministry of Interior

Ministry of Transport

Ministry of Transport

hi Thailand, electricity is generated primarily from burning fossil fuels such as lignite,
oil and natural gas. Figure 1 illustrates electricity generation by process type. Fossil fuel -
based electricity generation results in significant emissions of PM, SO2, and CO2 (Table 3)
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Figurel. Electricity generation by process type
Note: 1. Energy Purchase means electricity from Lao and Malaysia

2. SPP = small power producers

3. IPP = independent power producers

Table 3. Pollution emission estimates, 2000 (* 1000 tons)

Pollutant
CO
NOX

SO2

CO2

CH4

Industry
136
137
220

30,922
3

Transport
453
208
21

46,401
4

Power
31

161
341

57,788
4

Res. & Com.
2,051

28
1

4,306
43

Other
88

106
4

7,143
1

Total
2,759

640
587

146,560
55

The Government's national energy policy promotes the use of natural gas, the
combustion of which releases approximately half the amount of CO2, and a small fraction
of the PM and SO2 produced by conventional fuels such as oil and coal. The use of lignite
has decreased slightly in recent years. Figure 2 illustrates the trend toward increased use of
natural gas as a fuel source. Bang Pakong power plant has been retrofitted with electrostatic
precipitators (ESP) to control PM emissions
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Figure 2. Electricity generation by fuel source

Sulfur dioxide emissions have been curbed. A critical problem for power plants in
Thailand a decade ago was excessive SO? emissions. This was particularly true for plants
operated in Mae Moh Valley in north of Thailand by the Electricity Generating Authority
of Thailand (EGAT). SO2 emissions had severely impacted human health and damaged
crops and livestock in the area. In 1992 the situation reached crisis levels when the ambient
1-h average SO: concentration lever hit 3,418 ug/m3, more than four times the current
standard of 780 ug/m . There were considerable chronic respiratory problems and many
people in the vicinity of the power plant needed to be hospitalized. This excessive level
resulted because of expansion of large number of power plants in the valley burning lignite
coal (containing high levels if sulfur) during low dispersion conditions. The sulfur controls
required and instituted at Mae Moh have resulted in controlling ambient pollution and are
thus justified. Today this no longer the case as many of the plants are now fitted with Flue
Gas Desulfurization (FGD) systems to control emissions.

Levels have been substantially reduced. Ambient levels of SO2 around cities have
been within standards for a long time. Because power plants are the major source,
measurements of SO2 are made near power stations around the country. In 2000, average
measurements were typically about one percent of the national standard. Since the 1992
pollution crisis, when SO2 levels in the vicinity of the Mae Moh power station,
desulfurization technology has been progressively installed at power plants which has
resulted in declining level of ambient SCK in Mae Moh (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Average annual ambient sulfur dioxide levels
in Mae Moh, 1992 to 2000

The ensuing public outcry caused the Government to tighten power plant controls
requirements throughout Thailand. Since this incident, all coal-fired power plant, regardless
of the level of sulfur in the coal or the location of the plant, appear to require desulfurization
scrubbers (mostly as a result of public distrust). This could be costly Thailand in the long
term. It may be more prudent to ensure that cost - effective measures are proposed for each
new plant, taking into account technology, location, and carrying capacity of the
environment. Public awareness and involvement in understanding the issues related to such
decisions are very important.

According to EB treatment of flue gas, OAP is the main organization for promoting
this technology and EGAT is an end-user. Until now Thailand dose not has any plan of EB
flue gas treatment but EGAT has a plan for feasibility study of this technology.
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